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News!
Detention Centres in Comics: Witness A Guard’s Story, a first-hand account of life
inside an Australian immigration detention facility, told from the perspective of a
former employee of Serco, the ubiquitous multinational service provider that runs
the nation’s onshore centres. It is a rare insight into the running of these services,
told at considerable risk to the storyteller.
Marvel v Fox: The rights battle between Marvel Comics and Fox surrounding the
Fantastic Four and X-Men franchises is getting uglier and uglier, with Marvel
ceasing to create new characters and cancelling series so Fox won’t get their hands
on the rights to them. Check here for analysis of this ongoing feud.
Where’s Black Widow?: Black Widow is the only major female agent of SHIELD in Marvel’s Avengers franchise.
Despite these, there is a conspicuous lack of representation of Black Widow in Marvel’s new line of merchandise
for Avengers: Age of Ultron, and accordingly social media has struck back against Marvel.
15 Ways to Fight for Media Freedom: Across the EU there are threats to media freedom, and these 15
cartoonists are creating 15 comics to fight these threats. See here for some more info, and check the
#FreeOurMedia campaign hashtag.

Featured Publication
Interested in how legal principles apply to different comic book contexts, James
Daily and Ryan Davidson embark on an analysis of various legal questions and
issues as encountered in the worlds of comic book and superhero fiction. Inspired
by their work on at Law and the Multiverse, The Law of Superheroes (Gotham 2012)
‘is an entertaining analysis of comic book characters and stories and a fun way to
learn about legal principles’. It is not a critical analysis of representations of law
and lawyering in comics, nor is it an analysis of the broader lex populi of comics.
Rather, this is simply applying real law to comics narratives. Of general interest, but
also potentially useful as an educational resource (note: it is US based).
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